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HowNet \Patient" and the EVCA-based \Th(eme)")to create links between Chinese concepts and Englishclasses. Each Chinese-English link is additionally asso-ciated with a sense from WordNet [13], thus producinga new Asian companion to the current (Euro)WordNetinitiative. Finally, the EVCA semantic class, thematicrole mapping, and a canonical English word are used toproduce a full lexical conceptual structure (LCS) entryfor the verb.We use the resulting lexicons to determine wordsenses in a cross-language information retrieval appli-cation, where the degree of accuracy is signi�cantlyimproved over the weak alternative of a bilingual wordlist.Finally, we will describe a Chinese-English cross-language information retrieval system that exploits thislexicon to improve word sense disambiguation. Thesystem uses a structured syntax interface to facilitatemapping from the surface form of the user's query to asemantically rich interlingual representation. Further-more, it relies on structural matching of thematic rolesand taxonomic similarity measures using linkages toWordNet that are derived as part of the constructionof the semantic hierarchy.2 Constructing Rich Cross-languageLexical ResourcesOrdinary within-language lexical ambiguity is exac-erbated in the cross-language context, as each senseof a word may have many alternate translations. For1



example, the Chinese verb (la corresponds to awide range of English glosses|even if we examineonly the verb translations|in the Optilex1 Chinese-English dictionary: slash, cut , chat , pull , drag , trans-port , move, raise, help, implicate, involve, defecate,pressgang .2 Our work provides a framework for disam-biguating such cases in a given context by associatingcertain of these senses (e.g., transport , move) with oneHowNet concept (e.g., jTransportj) while associatingother senses (e.g., help) to another HowNet concept(e.g., jhelpj).
2.1 Related Work: Mapping across Semantic Hi-

erarchiesSeveral researchers have investigated the problemof assigning class-based senses to verbs [2], [7], [6] [5],[11], [14] [18], [20], [19], and [22]. This work extendsthe techniques described by [20], which used a conceptspace to produce a hierarchical organization of Chineseverbs. The extensions include the use of the entireEVCA database rather than a small set of verbs (thebreak class) and the provision of a thematic-role based�lter. We adopt a technique that is similar in avor tothe intersective-class approach of [2], with the followingextensions: (1) Concept alignment across two di�erentlanguage hierarchies (Chinese and English) rather thanone; (2) Mappings between Chinese and English the-matic roles; and (3) Hooks into WordNet senses forboth languages.The EVCA classes used in this work include 485 to-tal classes, each hand-tagged with WordNet senses andthematic-role speci�cations. Mapping English rolesto their Chinese counterparts is the primary aid inassociating WordNet senses with Chinese verbs; thethematic-role mappings are used as a guideline for se-lecting the appropriate entry in EVCA, which in turn isassociated with a WordNet sense. The Chinese concepthierarchy HowNet is an on-line conceptual common-sense knowledge base that contains hierarchical infor-mation relating concepts as well as a thematic-rolespeci�cation to the associated Chinese word within theverb hierarchy which is our focus.1Optilex is the machine-readable version of the CETA dictio-nary, licensed from the MRM corporation, Kensington, MD.2Optilex is a large (600k entries) machine readable Chinese-English dictionary; although this dictionary is in some ways ex-haustive, there is no encoding of part-of-speech information, butsee [18] for a description of a procedure that extracts verbs au-tomatically from Optilex.

2.2 Mapping Between Chinese HowNet and En-
glish EVCAThe mapping between Chinese HowNet and EnglishEVCA involves three steps, illustrated in Figure 1:(1) Produce all possible English Optilex glosses(translations) for all 12342 Chinese verbs inHowNet and associate each Chinese verb withone or more of the HowNet concepts. [HowNetClass+Word+Gloss Figure 1](2) Associate each verb-to-concept candidate with oneor more of the 485 EVCA classes|forming anaverage of 2 thousand verb-to-class entries perHowNet concept (on the order of 1 million verb-to-class candidates, total). [EVCA Class MappingFigure 1](3) For each HowNet concept, partition the associatedChinese-English pairs into groups whose Englishglosses correspond EVCA classes. This requiresthree steps:a. Order the candidate EVCA classes so thatthe highest-ranking classes are those thatcontain the highest number of English verbsmatching the Optilex glosses. [Ranking byEVCA Class: Figure 1]b. In cases where a tie-breaker is needed, re-order the candidate EVCA classes accordingto the degree to which the thematic-role spec-i�cation in HowNet concept matches that ofEVCA class. [Ranking by Thematic RoleMapping: FIgure 1]c. For each Chinese-English entry associatedwith the HowNet concept, assign the high-est ranking candidate EVCA class. [OutputMapping: Figure 1]The process of associating EVCA classes with Chi-nese verbs relies on a massive �ltering of spurious classassignments. For example, the jEstablishj HowNetconcept is ultimately associated with only two EVCAclasses, 29.2.c and 26.4.a (Characterize and Create),but it initially had 29 potential EVCA class assign-ments. One example of an EVCA class that wasruled out is the Change of State class, 45.4.a, associ-ated with the Optilex translation colonize for the Chi-nese verb (zhimin). Although this is a perfectlyvalid EVCA class assignment for the HowNet con-cept jColonizej, it is not appropriate for the jEstablishjHowNet concept. Because this class is ranked 8th forjEstablishj|as opposed to 1st and 2nd place ranking



Figure 1. Resources and Processing Stages for Mapping Chinese HowNet and English EVCA, includ-
ing linkages to English WordNetfor 29.2.c and 26.4.a, respectively|this assignment isruled out by our algorithm.3 Building a Chinese Lexicon withLexical Conceptual Structure Entriesand WordNet LinksThe technique described above creates a bridge be-tween entries in the Chinese HowNet conceptual hier-archy and the EVCA semantic classes. Next we demon-strate how these thematic role and semantic class map-pings are combined to produce a rich lexical resourcefor cross-language information retrieval, with a focuson use of event structure for word sense disambigua-tion.

3.1 Lexical Conceptual StructureLexical Conceptual Structure is a language-independent representation used in the NLP compo-nent of an implemented foreign language tutoring sys-tem [5] and an interlingual machine translation system[18]. Our goal is to examine the use of this represen-tation in the context of cross-language information re-trieval. First, we show how an LCS-based classi�ca-tion can be used to develop a cross-language lexical

acquisition approach that contributes both toward theenrichment of existing online resources (the HowNetsemantic hierarchy and the Levin-based verb seman-tic classi�cation system) and toward the developmentof lexicons containing more complete information thanis provided in any of these resources alone. Next, wedemonstrate the applicability of LCS to the problem ofcross-language information retrieval.3.1.1 Components of Lexical ConceptualStructureOne of the types of knowledge that must be captured incross-language information retrieval is linguistic knowl-edge at the level of the lexicon, which covers a widerange of information types, such as verbal subcatego-rization for events (e.g., that a transitive verb such as\hit" occurs with an object noun phrase), featural in-formation e.g., that the direct object of a verb such as\frighten" is animate), thematic information (e.g., that\John" is the agent in \John hit the ball"), and lexical-semantic information (e.g., that spatial verbs such as\throw" are conceptually distinct from verbs of posses-sion such as \give"). By modularizing the lexicon, wetreat each information type separately, thus allowingus to vary the degree of dependence on each level, sothat we can address the question of how much knowl-



edge is necessary for the success of the particular NLPapplication.The most intricate component of lexical knowledgeis the lexical-semantic information, which is encodedin the form of Lexical Conceptual Structure (LCS) asformulated by Dorr [3, 4] based on work by Jackendo�[9, 10]. The LCS approach views semantic representa-tion as a subset of conceptual structure, the language ofmental representation, as in [9, 10]. This approach in-cludes types such as Event and State, which are special-ized into primitives such as GO, STAY, BE, GO-EXT,and ORIENT. We add a manner component [MannerJOGGINGLY] to distinguish among verbs, e.g. run,walk , and jog . The full representation for John joggedto school is therefore the representation below, roughly`John went to the school by jogging':[Event GOLoc([Thing JOHN],[Path TOLoc([Thing JOHN],[Position ATLoc ([Thing JOHN], [Thing SCHOOL])])],[Manner JOGGINGLY])]3.1.2 Acquisition of an LCS lexiconAs described in [5], we use Levin's publicly availableonline index [12] as a starting point for building LCS-based verb entries. (We have enhanced this databaseto include approximately 3,000 additional verbs, for atotal of 10,000 verb entries.) While this index providesa unique and extensive catalog of verb classes, it doesnot de�ne the underlying meaning components of eachclass. One of the main contributions of our work isthat it provides a relation between Levin's classes andmeaning components as de�ned in the LCS represen-tation.Three inputs are required for acquisition of verb en-tries: a semantic class, a thematic grid, and a canonicalEnglish verb. The output is a Lisp-like expression cor-responding to the LCS representation. Given that wehave mapped the HowNet grid entries to LCS-basedgrid entries, we are able to produce the LCS's for Chi-nese in the same way that we produce entries for En-glish.Below we present the case of generating an LCSentry for the Chinese verb (to touch). The in-put/output for our acquisition procedure is shown here:

Acquisition of LCS for:Chinese:English: touchInput: 47.8.f; _th_loc; \touch"Output:(be loc (* thing 2)(at loc (thing 2) (* thing 11))(touchingly 26))4 Application to Chinese-English Cross-language InformationRetrievalWe apply this expanded semantic hierarchy to thedevelopment of an interactive information retrieval sys-tem employing Lexical Conceptual Structure QueryTranslation (LQT).
4.1 Related Work: Translation in Cross-

Language Information RetrievalA common approach to transforming documents andqueries in di�erent languages into a common indexingspace for cross-language information retrieval (CLIR)is to translate either the document or the queries intoa single language [17]. Due to the time and computa-tional expense of translation, query translation is oftenpreferred over document translation, although docu-ment translation often produces superior results. Aprevalent technique for query translation is referred toas dictionary query translation (DQT) in which thesystem looks up each term in the query in a bilingualdictionary or term list and replaces each term with oneor more corresponding document language terms [15].A variety of methods have been applied to translationterm selection to cope with the problem of translationambiguity, where one source language term translatesto more than one target language alternative [16], [1],[8]. These techniques include selecting every query, the�rst N translations according to some ranking strategy,and those that co-occur with candidate translation ofother terms in the query.
4.2 System DesignLQT relies on the use of an interlingual representa-tion, LCS, to translate the user's query into the doc-ument language for information retrieval. The LCSencodes deep semantic analysis and subcategorizationinformation. This information facilitates word sensedisambiguation in query translation by exploiting thegrammatical context of the term. In our current



system, we use a structured syntax interface, calledMADLIBS (Maryland Action Detection / Language-Independent Browsing and Search), to ensure thatthe user's query is fully analyzable for application ofLQT. Speci�cally, for each word in the LCS lexiconwe produce a simple \composed" LCS for each the-matic role structure associated with the word, instan-tiating each role position with a dummy lexical entry,e.g. \someone-1" or \something-2". We then convertthis version of the LCS into a template for user input,by generating a syntactically correct surface sentencerealization using the Nitrogen generation system fromISI. We now have a mapping from surface forms to in-terlingual structures.To guide user input, we developed the interface il-lustrated below in Figure 2. The positions in the sen-tence realization that correspond to the thematic rolesappear as boxes for free-form user input. The inter-face allows querying of either English or Chinese doc-uments; we will focus on the cross-language variant inthe remainder of this discussion.To construct the query, the surface template re-trieves its underlying CLCS structure, complete withthe input words �lling the thematic role positions.This correspondence between surface form and the-matic structure performs an initial phase of sense dis-ambiguation, identifying the subset of possible senseswith this argument structure. To perform translationof the query, we perform a structural match of thequery against a database of LCS structures, built fromthe thematic hierarchy. Depending on language choice,we consult di�erent databases and return words withcorresponding LCS structure. This structural matchalso directly exploits the thematic role informationbuilt into the expanded thematic hierarchy.The system permits two forms of matching: exactand relaxed, selected with the pull-down item in theinterface. Exact match compares both structure andmanner constants and relies only on the database se-lection. Relaxed match performs a second phase ofprocessing after the structural match, employing theWordNet correspondences produced by the thematichierarchy. This method computes similarity betweenthe original term and the candidate translations re-turned by the structural match building on Resnik's[21] technique for computing taxonomic similarity. Inall cases, the top N scoring candidates are returned.We currently perform no additional analysis of nounphrases entered in the thematic role position, though afuller treatment of nominalized events is planned. Weinstead apply basic DQT techniques, using a lexiconbuilt from the Linguistic Data Consortium's 3 English-3www.ldc.upenn.edu

Chinese term list augmented with the result of invert-ing the Optilex lexicon for words with single wordtranslations, for the Chinese document case. Again,we select the top N translation alternatives.The translation terms identi�ed by structuralmatch, taxonomic match and word-for-word transla-tion form a bag of words that comprise the query toan information retrieval system. We use a version ofthe SMART information retrieval system, modi�ed for2-byte encodings of Chinese characters. Results are dis-played interactively as well (see Figure 3), in the user'schoice of source document language, Systran machinetranslation, or \gist", a word-for-word translation tech-nique that provides multiple ranked alternate transla-tions (see Figure 4).5 Summary and Future WorkWe have presented an approach to aligning twolarge-scale online resources, HowNet and EVCA. Thelexicon resulting from this approach is large-scale, con-taining more than 17000 Chinese-English conceptuallinks. The technique for producing these links involvesmatching semantic-role speci�cations in HowNet withthose in EVCA. Because each Chinese-English link isadditionally associated with a WordNet sense, we seethis resource as the �rst step toward producing a newAsian language companion to ongoing (Euro)WordNetinitiatives. We have also described a system which ex-ploits both the lexicon and its connections with EVCAclasses and WordNet to improve word sense disam-biguation in Chinese-English cross-language informa-tion retrieval. We plan to perform a quantitative eval-uation of the e�ectiveness of this form of informationretrieval on event-based queries.We are currently investigating the use of the lexiconfor word-sense disambiguation in machine-translationand cross-language information retrieval in conjunctionwith other established corpus techniques for sense se-lection such as corpus cooccurrence. As we saw abovethe Chinese verb (la) has several possible transla-tions, but not all of these will be appropriate in everycontext. If we can determine which HowNet conceptcorresponds to (la), then we will translate it ap-propriately. For example, if the HowNet concept isjTransportj, the translation would be ship or trans-port , but not slash, chat , implicate, etc. We can de-tect which HowNet class is appropriate by examin-ing the other words in the sentence. For this word,co-occurrence with a speci�c word in argument posi-tion is a particularly powerful disambiguating cue. Ifthose words co-occur with other Chinese verbs associ-ated with a particular HowNet concept (as determined



Figure 2. Structured Syntax Input Interface

Figure 3. Selection Interface



Figure 4. Presentation Interface: “Gisted” Formatthrough a corpus analysis), then it is likely that thatHowNet concept is the appropriate one for the Chi-nese verb. That is, if we �nd other verbs from a givenHowNet concept occurring in the same context, thenwe can hypothesize that this particular verb has themeaning of this HowNet concept.Another area of investigation is the use of aWordNet-based distance metric (e.g., the information-content approach of [21]) for additional pruning powerin the HowNet-to-EVCA alignment. Because each ofthe entries in the EVCA classi�cation is associated witha WordNet sense, it is possible to rule out certain classassignments for a given HowNet concept by examin-ing semantic distance between the Optilex glosses for aparticular Chinese word and the glosses for other wordsassociated with that concept.Acknowledgements The University of Marylandauthors are supported, in part, by PFF/PECASEAward IRI-9629108, DOD Contract MDA904-96-C-1250, and DARPA/ITO Contract N66001-97-C-8540.Dekang Lin is supported by Natural Sciences and Engi-neering Research Council of Canada grant OGP121338.
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